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Conference Background and Its Objectives

In 2019, Korea-Japan relations are more tension than ever. ‘No-

(反日)/Anti-Korea(嫌韓) movement rising from the past issues sprea

young people in both countries and is likely to affect a negative i
on their relationship in future as well as present.
The past historical issues is an identity matter brought on by
countries’ different understanding and interpretation, while conflicts

fields of security and trade are the problem at hand. Howeve

tension between Korea and Japan also means that they are still imp

and highly interdependent on each other. In fact, we should not ov

that both countries have worked together to contribute to global p
In this context, we would like to ask questions as following; “What

international consensus for peace in spite of the strained Korea-

relationship?” To seeking for the solutions, JPI and IGS hold a

conference under the topic, Shared Visions for Korea-Japan Rela

Globalism, Peace, and Gender Issues.
On the one hand, Korea and Japan focus on bilateral diplomacy,

and history, but on the other hand, they have to consider ho

contribute to peace in Northeast Asia and global level. Peace disc

and gender issues is particularly considered as topics that JPI-IGS h

been interested in. Taking note of this point, both institutions exc

their views on how to reduce the tension between Korea-Japan
what can contribute to global stability. Further, we would like to
about what the future plans should be.
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간지 넣어주세요

"History Problems in
the Age of Populism

- An Exploration of Possible Paths
toward Japan and South Korea
Reconciliation“

Seiko Mimaki, Takasaki
(City University of Economics)

Toward Trans-generational Understanding of History
Seiko Mimaki (Takasaki City University of Eco

Asian Paradox Situations

East Asian countries are now facing a situation often called the “Asian parad
which deepening economic interdependence coexists with historical and territorial c
and mutual suspicion.
On one hand, the ties of trade, tourism, and cultural exchanges have been dee
According to the Japan National Tourism Organization, Japan received 7,140,200 from
Korea (+40.3%). Among Japanese teenagers, there’s been *love all things Korean*
evidenced by the fact that the Japanese hashtag #IWantToBeKorean has recorded ove
hits on Instagram, while #KoreaLoversUnite has racked up over 360,000 hits. Deb
Japan in June 2017, TWICE, a nine-member Korean girl group immediately
popularity among Japanese teenagers, and attended Japan’s popular year-end music
NHK's “Kohaku Uta Gassen.”1) Previously Japan had another “Korean Boom,” called
in the 2000s. The South Korean government banned the importation of Japanese
culture to South Korea between 1978 and 1999.When this ban was lifted in 1999
than a one-way flow of Japanese popular culture inundating South Korea, Korean
culture also flowed into Japan. The Korean Wave called Hallyu created interest
Japanese in learning about Korean culture. By the end of 2004, Japan became the
importer of Korean films and dramas in the world, accounting for an estimated 70 p
of all Korean film exports.2) Witnessing unprecedented rise of cultural interaction
people optimistically argued that the Korean Wave would bring more mutual unders
between Japanese and Korean people, and improve Japan-Korea relations.
Nevertheless, when it comes to wartime history, the picture of the two coun
completely different. Diplomatic relations between Japan and South Korea hav
increasingly tense over the issue of “comfort women,” young females of various eth
national backgrounds, with the majority being Korean, who were forced to offer
services to the Japanese military before and during WWII. On February 9, 2018, J
Prime Minister Abe held a meeting with South Korean President Moon Jae-in bef
opening ceremony for Pyeongchang Olympics Games, yet their views on “comfort w
issues were never on the same wavelength.
Who should be blamed for failed reconciliation? Politicians? We, ordinary citiz
not have any responsibility to promote reconciliation? When we talk about reconciliat
have paid too much, sometimes only attention to governmental initiatives, yet su
reconciliation, should be a multi-layered process that involves various actors—no
governments and high officials, but various civil society actors playing a catalyst r
official initiatives. In this article, I shed light on how active engagement of societa
have added new dynamism to the “comfort women” issue, and then examine what
understanding and efforts we should develop toward historical reconciliation.
History of “Comfort women” Issue

Why “comfort women” issue is so important for us, who were born long a
war? Today, “comfort women” issue is no longer purely a bilateral issue of Ja
perpetrator and South Korea as victims, it has increasingly been shared and recognize
genre of suffering that exists globally since the issue finally became prominent in the
Though the existence of the “comfort women” has long been known, it was
the 1990s that the “comfort women” issue was recognized as a serious war crime re

1) “From pop culture to fashion, rise of South Korea sees a marked influence on Japanese teenager
Rocketnews 24 December 11, 2017.
https://en.rocketnews24.com/2017/12/11/from-pop-culture-to-fashion-rise-of-south-korea-sees-a-marked-inf

Japanese governmental acknowledgement of Japan’s responsibility. From 1946 to 19
International Military Tribunal for the Far East, commonly known as the Tokyo tribu
not punish any Japanese leaders for their sexual violence. Neither the Japanese
Korean governments raised the issue of “comfort women” during 14 years (1952-1
negotiations to conclude their normalization treaty.
In the 1990s, pushed by the changing international trends of the post-Cold War
democratization in South Korea gained momentum, which in its turn empowered civil
and provoked renewed attention to Japan’s wartime atrocities. In August 1991, Kim H
became the first former comfort woman to testify in public about her suffering
WWII. In December 1991, supported by South Korean and Japanese feminists, the f
by three Korean former “comfort women” was filed against the Japanese governm
1993, the Japanese government conducted a hearing of testimonies given by 15
former “comfort women” in Seoul, which ultimately led to a historical statement b
Chief Cabinet Secretary Yohei Kono. In this statement Kono acknowledged the J
military’s involvement in setting up wartime brothels before and during WW
apologized to the former “comfort women.” In 1995, a Japanese government,
Socialist Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama, expressed its “deep remorse” over colo
and aggression and specifically apologized to the “comfort women.” It set up the
Women’s Fund, with public donations and state funds, to offer monetary compensati
health and welfare support to the surviving victims from South Korea, Taiwan, Phil
Indonesia and the Netherlands.3)
However, the issue flamed up again in December 2011, when a statue sym
“comfort women” was erected by the Korean Council for Women Drafted for
Sexual Slavery near the Japanese Embassy in Seoul (Picture 1). On December 28
Japan and South-Korea agreed to resolve the thorny decades-old “comfort women
“finally and irreversibly.” The agreement commits Japan to provide ¥1 billion to a
Korean fund to compensate the victims and their families, while it urged Ko
acknowledge Japan’s concerns about the “comfort women” statue in Seoul, and to s
solve the issue in an “appropriate manner.”
The two governments’ deal on “comfort women” statue immediately sparked
among “comfort women” supporters, who insisted that the Korean government
authority to remove a privately erected statue, and pledged to continue to ere
“comfort women” statues throughout the country. In December, 2016, a South Korea
group placed a bronze statue of a girl in front of the Japanese consulate in the s
port city of Busan. Criticizing the installation of the statue as the violation of th
agreement to “finally and irreversibly” resolve the “comfort women” issue, the amb
Yasumasa Nagamine came back to Japan as an expression of protest.
Inaugurated in May 2017, the government of President Moon Jae-in, launched t
force to review the negotiation process that led to the deal on the “comfort women
with the Japanese government. In December 2017, the task force finally issued the
critically analyzing the Park Geun-hye government’s failure to gather adequately the o
of former “comfort women” before reaching the agreement. The report also de
previously undisclosed the Japanese government’s request that the South Korean gov
should persuade victims’ support groups, which were likely to oppose the deal, to ac
Oh Tae-gyu, Head of the task force, insisted that, “A victim-oriented approach, wh
been accepted as a norm of the international community for human rights of
women, has not been fully reflected in the deal.” Immediately, the Japanese Foreign M
Taro Kono issued the statement that he saw no problem with the process leading
agreement and called anew on Seoul to steadily implement it. Also, Japanese gov
required South Korea to make an effort toward removing the statues outside its cons
Busan as well as the Japanese Embassy in Seoul, claiming that they violate the
Convention on Diplomatic Relations, which requires a host state to prevent any dist
of the peace of a diplomatic mission or impairment of its dignity.
After discussion “comfort women” issue with Moon Jae-in in Pyeongchan
restated Tokyo’s opposition to revising a 2015 agreement on “comfort women,” call
2015 deal a promise between nations and the basis of two-way ties. Blue House spo
Kim Eui-kyeom told a briefing, that at the meeting with Abe Moon said that the em
damage sustained by the victims cannot be resolved through simple exchanges b
governments and that both South Korea and Japan should continue efforts to he

wounds.
In July 2017, South Korea’s new gender equality and family minister,
Hyun-back, announced a plan to construct a new museum in Seoul to commemorate
Korean women forced into Japanese wartime brothels, which would remind people
“human rights violations caused by war,” insisting that the so-called “comfort women
is “no longer an issue between South Korea and Japan but an international one.”
Universalization of “Comfort Women” Issue

What Chung said was true. While Japanese government has still regard the “
women” issue primarily as a bilateral diplomatic issue between Japan and South Ko
issue has increasingly been shared and recognized as a genre of suffering that
globally, and has already developed well beyond the control of the two governments.
The renewed attention to the “comfort women” in East Asia in the 1990s co
with a global shift in attitudes towards sexual violence.4) Only relatively recently h
been recognized as a grave violation of human rights and as a crime against hu
Large-scale sexual violence in the Yugoslav conflict, which lasted from 1991 to
created international awareness of the need to build a prohibition regime against
soon as possible. The l993 World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna, the Inter
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and for Rwanda (ICTR), whic
established in 1993 and 1994 respectively, as well as the Rome Statute of the Inter
Criminal Court (1998) all prosecuted rape as a war crime and a crime against hu
The UN Human Rights Committee increasingly emphasized that the wartime sys
sexual enslavement is an issue of universal human rights present in almost every ba
today, and that, therefore, the “comfort women” issue should not be relegated to histo
Pushed by these norm changes and increasing demand for historical just
unnamed rape victims all over the world, “comfort women” statues have continuously
up by local activists not only in South Korea but abroad since the first installation in
2011. In 2013, a local city council in Glendale California erects a replica of the
statue in a local public park. Subsequently, other cities across the United States i
memorial statues, including Palisades Park and Union City, New Jersey; Sou
Michigan; and Fairfax County, Virginia. In November 2017, San Francisco Mayor Edw
signed a document formalizing the city's acceptance of a statue that symbolizes
“comfort women,” set up by a local private organization in September, and became t
major U.S. city to install a “comfort women” memorial (Picture 2). There are “
women” statues in Canada, Australia, and China, too. In May 2016, civic groups
countries, including South Korea and China, made an official request for the U
listing of documents on wartime “comfort women,” though in October 2017 U
decided to postpone its review because of its politically sensitive character. In De
2016, a museum dedicated to the Taiwanese victims of sexual violence opened in Ta
March 2017, the first “comfort women” statue in Europe was erected in Ge
southeastern municipality of Wiesent. In December 2017, a statue symbolizing the “
women” statue was installed in Manila, the first such statue in the Philippines, w
inscription that, “This monument is a reminder of the Filipino women who were vic
abuses during the occupation of the Japanese forces from 1942-1945 (Picture 3).
So far “comfort women” statues have been built mostly to commemorate the
of sexual violence by Japanese soldiers, yet there are other “comfort women” statues
make the issue even more universal. In October 2016, the Korean-Vietnamese
Foundation presented 52 documents and items to Da Nang Museum as an apolo
atrocities committed by soldiers from the Republic of Korea during the Vietnam
Prominent among the items was the “Vietnam Pieta,” created by the two Korean artis
Seo-kyung and Kim Eun-sung, who are known for creating controversial art add
war-time atrocities, most notably the famous “comfort women” statues that were
across South Korea as well as in the United States (Picture 4). One of the artist
Seo-kyung, said, “Just as ordinary Japanese civilians’ willingness to care about “
women” induced more Japanese to become aware of the issue, we need to st
movement to see what was done and how some Koreans once victimized others.”5) I

2017, another Vietnam Pieta was installed in the village of Gangjeong on Jeju
“island of peace,” to appease the souls of mothers and their nameless babies tragical
in civilian massacres by South Korean forces during the Vietnam War(Picture 5).6)
1. Age of Historical Justice

As Samuel Moyn, who is well known for his provocative book tracing the his
human rights, very few World War II memorials alluded to innocent victims.7) Today,
living in a world where history has increasingly become a matter of public controv
over the world, as people clash over whether museums and statues have p
commemorated unnamed victims. People have begun critically interrogating raci
imperial politics of commemoration, and increasingly demanding that honoring figur
held racist and imperialistic beliefs and put those beliefs into practice should be r
from the public spaces, and that new museums and statues of innocent victims sho
erected.
In March 2015, the movement known as “Rhodes Must Fall” began with a
action at the University of Cape Town, and quickly spread to other campuses in
Africa, and then to Oxford University in UK. The movement demanded the removal
statue of Cecil Rhodes, a British politician, also an ardent believer in British imp
and supremacy of the Anglo-Saxon race. Eventually, the statue was removed at Cap
University, while it was kept at Oxford University after lengthy controversy over
mixed historical legacy. In September 2016 at the University of Ghana, approximatel
people signed the petition calling for the removal of a recently installed statue of M
Gandhi, who according to them, had alleged racist views about Africans. Eventua
Gandhi statue was removed.
Coincidently, in US, a group of Princeton University student protesters demand
the university should rename the Woodrow Wilson School because of his poor h
record on race relations. The school was named after Wilson, who served as its p
and later became the 28th president of the United States. The students pointed o
Wilson was a racist who had federal government agencies segregated, reversing p
toward civil rights for black people. Though Princeton University finally decided to k
President’s name at its facilities, the movement calling for correcting past injust
spread to the other Ivy Leagues. In February 2017, Yale University announced that it
rename Calhoun College, named after alumnus John C. Calhoun, the South’s rec
intellectual and political leader in the mid-19th century who devoted much of his rem
intellectual energy to defending slavery. Explaining the decision, Yale president Peter
stated, “John C. Calhoun’s legacy as a white supremacist and a national leade
passionately promoted slavery as a ‘positive good’ fundamentally conflicts with
mission and values.”
Recently, UNESCO has increasingly functioned as an arena to promote c
understanding of historical injustice. In 2015, UNESCO added Nanjing Massacre doc
to its Memory of the World Register, a program established in 1992 to preserve and
access to documentary heritage of “world significance and outstanding universal
UNESCO has also launched various projects and educational programs such as Slave
Project in order to address past injustice. In 2017, UNESCO approved the inclusion
World Heritage List of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site in central Rio de
Brazil, one of the principal slave trade routes through which enslaved peopl
transported to the Americas and Caribbean in the 19th century, confirming their “outs
universal value.” UNESCO declared that the site is the “most important physical tr
the devastating trade on the American continent and should have the same place in
as Hiroshima and Auschwitz “to make us remember those parts of the history of h

5) Maclellan Swan, “A New Pieta For Peace: South Korea Apologizes to Vietnam: Perhaps Other N
Can Learn From This Example,” Globalo, September 4, 2016.
http://www.globalo.com/new-pieta-for-peace-korea-vietnam/ Accessed on 3 March 2018.
6) “Vietnam Pieta: A Last Lullaby for Peace in Vietnam, on Jeju Island,” Hankyoreh, April 27, 201
http://english.hani.co.kr/arti/english_edition/e_international/792542.html Accessed on 3 March 2018.
“Historical Items Received from Korea as War Reconciliation Symbol,” Thoidai, October 13, 2016.

8)

that must not be forgotten.”
UNESCO also marked August 23 the International D
the Remembrance of the Slave Trade and its Abolition in order to remember the u
demand for freedom that led to the 1791 insurrection by slaves in what is now Ha
to underscore the importance of teaching this history to young people. Irina Boko
Director-General of UNESCO emphasized, “Everyone must know the scale of the c
the slave trade, the millions of lives broken and the impact on the fate of continent
this very day,” pointing to modern slavery and human trafficking, as well as ongoing
injustices, racism and racial discrimination, to which the legacy of the 1791 insurrect
contemporary relevance.9)
On the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the Nazi concentration in 2005,
resolution was drafted to designate January 27 as the International Day of Commem
in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust. The resolution called for education progr
the Holocaust to help prevent genocide. It also rejected denials that the Holocaust o
The UN organizes and supports events such as concerts by musicians who surviv
Holocaust or are survivors’ descendants, art exhibitions inspired by the Holocaus
screening focused on the Holocaust.10) In 2017, UNESCO published a policy gu
education about the Holocaust and genocide in order to enhance learners’ critical t
against racism, antisemitism and all forms of prejudice, and to allow them to ref
moral dilemmas of the past as well as of the present, and their role as citizens to
and uphold human rights.11)
2. Toward Cosmopolitan Commemoration

Throughout the 20th century, war was closely linked with the image and power
state, and it was the states that controlled of the memory of death in war. As a res
victims of mass murder by one’s own states or one’s compatriots were given re
scarce attention compared with those killed in interstate violence. For example
numbers of people suffered unnatural deaths in the 10 years of the Cultural Revolut
their victimhood has gone largely unremarked. In the 21st century globalized world, h
we should take more cosmopolitan attitudes toward war commemoration, and broad
scope to the victims of mass murders committed by compatriots.
In East Asia, each country has huge debates over state violence toward i
citizens. In case of China, as far as the Chinese Communist Party leaders are con
they still continue to avoid talking about the horrendous sufferings caused by their
such as Mao’s ‘Great Leap Forward’ policy, the Cultural Revolution, and the
government crackdown on the Tiananmen Square protests. At the level of civil
however, the discourse of some intellectuals and former Red Guards shows attem
critically reflect on their actions during the Cultural Revolution, thereby shedding l
their own country’s role as a perpetrator of violence.12)
South Korea has also witnessed a widening divide over violence committed
fellow Koreans. In 2013, a history textbook written by ‘New Right’ scholars was pu

8) “Promoting Rapprochement Through the Shared Heritage of the Slave Route,” UNESCO website
https://en.unesco.org/news/promoting-rapprochement-through-shared-heritage-slave-route
Accessed on 3 March 2018.
“The Outstanding Universal Value of the «Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site,” UNESCO website, J
2017.
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/social-and-human-sciences/themes/slave-route/sv000/news/the_outstanding_
_value_of_the_valongo_wharf_arch/ Accessed on 3 March 2018.
9) “On Day of Remembrance, UN Says History of Slave Trade Can Help Combat Social Injustice,”
News Centre, August 23, 2017. http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=57398#.WkyK3iOKV8c
Accessed on 3 March 2018. “Worldwide Remembrance of The Slave Trade ‘a Tribute to every victi
Senior UNESCO Official” UN News Center, August 22, 2017.
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=57397#.WkyH6iOKV8c Accessed on 3 March 2018.
10) “The Holocaust and the United Nations Outreach Programme,” United Nations website, Novemb
2005. http://www.un.org/en/holocaustremembrance/ Accessed on 3 March 2018.
“Education about the Holocaust and genocide” UNESCO website
https://en.unesco.org/themes/holocaust-genocide-education Accessed on 3 March 2018.
11) “Education about the Holocaust and Preventing Genocide A Policy Guide,” UNESCO Education

by the Kyohak Publishing Co. This textbook had been criticized by mainstream histor
numerous factually wrong descriptions, but it passed the final review for authorizatio
textbook emphasized the accomplishments of the post-WWII authoritarian military
led by Syngman Rhee and Park Chung-hee, while saying little about how democra
repressed during their terms. It also justifies state violence against civilians -- such
April 3 Massacre in Jeju in 1948 and the Gwangju Massacre in 1980 -- by describ
civilian resistance as ‘riots’.13)
Japan also has serious domestic history problems over the Battle of Okinawa i
the only conflict during WWII on Japanese soil that involved a large number of c
Its description has caused fierce debates in Japan since the 1982 textbook screening
during which the MOE asked several publishers to revise the assertion that the J
military forced people in Okinawa to commit mass suicide. The debate still continues
In March 2007, the MOE ordered textbook publishers to delete passages stating t
Imperial Army ordered civilians to commit mass suicide during the battle of Okina
explaining its order, the MOE said that it had not been confirmed whether the J
Army coerced the mass suicides, which immediately invoked vocal criticism not onl
Okinawan people but from those abroad who had been concerned with Okinawan p
plights.14)
Recently, Okinawan people have increasingly strengthened their appeal to the w
gain worldwide sympathy with their historical and ongoing plights. The Ryūkyū Shi
leading Okinawan newspaper, constantly reviewing the annual textbook screening
MOE. In 2014, they published Descent into Hell: Civilian Memories of the Ba
Okinawa, which contains dozens of wartime accounts by Okinawan people. In the sp
2015, they reported that although 7 out of 8 Japanese history textbook mentioned
suicide’ during the Battle of Okinawa, none referred to ‘forcible suicide’.15) In
Okinawan Governor Takeshi Onaga delivered a speech at the UN Human Rights Cou
Geneva, where he insisted that historically, Okinawan people’s right to self-determinat
human rights have been neglected, and that the world must pay attention to the situ
Henoko, where a U.S. base has been expanded against local will.
3. Victims’ Initiatives in Reconciliation

Certainly, with regard to East Asian history problems, the onus is primarily on
as the former perpetrator country. However, it is also true that reconciliation
fundamentally reciprocal act between former adversaries.
Lily Gardner Feldman, who is known for her comprehensive study on
Germany’s reconciliation policy with the neighboring countries, emphasizes that n
perpetrator countries but victims could take initiatives in promoting reconciliation, a
victims need to be magnanimous and open to reconciliation.16) In the German cases n
political leaders in the victim countries, such as Robert Schuman in France and
Havel in Czechoslovakia, but civil society actors made overtures concerning reconc
For example, in case of Polish and German reconciliation, the initiative came first n
the perpetrator country, but from the victim country. It was the Polish Catholic bisho
first appealed to the Germans in 1965, when the hatred toward German people was

13) Hankyoreh “New Right” Textbooks Present a Distorted View of History,” June 1, 2013,
http://www.hani.co.kr/arti/english_edition/e_national/590046.html. Accessed on 3 March 2018. Steven D
“South Korea's Other History War,” Diplomat, October 16, 2015.
http://thediplomat.com/2015/10/south-koreas-other-history-war/. Accessed on 3 March 2018.
14)Norimitsu Onishi, “Japan’s Textbooks Reflect Revised History,”International New York Times, Apr
2007.
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/01/world/asia/01japan.html?_r=0. Linda Sieg, “Historians Battle over
WWII Mass Suicides,” Reuters, April 6, 2007.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-history-okinawa/historians-battle-over-okinawa-ww2-mass-suicide
29175620070406
15) Ryūkyū Shimpō , “None of the Textbooks Selected for Junior High Schools Referred to ‘Forcib
Suicide,” April 7, 2015. (Japanese).
16) Lily Gardner-Feldman, Germany's Foreign Policy of Reconciliation: From Enmity to Amity (Row
Littlefield Publishers, 2012). Feldman, “German-Polish Reconciliation in Comparative Perspective: Le

shared among the Polish, through issuing the message “we forgive and ask for forgiv
with the conviction that the only way to stabilize a peaceful relationship between
and Germany was through reconciliation. These bishops’ efforts were suppor
sympathetic media circle, which not only allowed civil society to openly discuss their
past in public sphere, but also affected the state leadership.17) Germany’s case tells
importance of victims’ active commitment toward breaking the impasse and pushing
reconciliation under difficult situations.
Indeed, in case of “comfort women” issue, the victims themselves have alread
to seek global justice beyond redress of their personal grievances. On April 4, 20
years since Korea’s liberation and 50 years since Korea’s sending soldiers to Vietnam
House of Sharing in Gwangju, Gyeonggi Province, Yoo Hee-nam, 87, a former
woman for the Japanese imperial army, met with survivors of civilian massacres dur
Vietnam War. Yoo said, “It’s shocking to think that South Korean soldiers did those
while they were in Vietnam. I want to apologize on their behalf,” “There is hardly
who truly understands the sadness and suffering of victims of war. I am really ha
meet another victim like myself. We both had the good fortune to make it out a
let’s not waste the time we’ve been given.” At around the same time, Nguyen Tan L
Nguyen Thi Thanh, Vietnam War victims, and Huynh Ngoc Van, Director of th
Remnants Museum in Ho Chi Minh City, visited South Korea for the opening of a
exhibition titled “One War, Two Memories,” the exhibition to mark the 70th anniver
Korea’s liberation from Japanese control and the 40th anniversary of the end of the V
War. At the opening ceremony, seven former “comfort women” from the House of S
and three Vietnamese women placed some flowers at stone memorials for the “
women” who have died.18) Here, we can see that memories of victimhood do not nec
lead to a perpetual cycle of hare and anger. The experience of suffering could enable
to sympathized with the suffering in other countries.
The expected visit of Vietnam War victims, however, immediately evoked a st
protests among the members of the Korean Victims of Agent Orange Veterans Ass
(KAOVA). Criticizing the planned photo exhibition as an insult for Vietnam War v
who were victims of Agent Orange, about 300 members held a demonstration in o
prevent a reception for a photo exhibition. Eventually, the event was cancelled, fe
backlash from the veteran groups.19)
4. Reconciliation for Future- The Role of Youth

In East Asia, the debates over “history problems” have been often conducted
“battle” between nations. We need more conciliatory dialogues on how we can col
toward commemorating all the innocent war victims, and making their tragedy an u
one. It is the youth who should play a central role in this future-oriented endeavor.

17) Seunghoon Emilia Heo, “Who Can Lead the Change?” AICGS Website, December 10, 2012.
http://www.aicgs.org/publication/who-can-lead-the-change/ Accessed on 3 March 2018.
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간지 넣어주세요

Korea-Japan Relations:
The Normalcy of Abnormalcy

Intaek HAN
Jeju Peace Institute

Japan and Korea have changed

In Japanese culture, suicide was the ultimate act of taking responsibility for fai
commander, who lost a battle, was said to commit hara-kiri, and at the end of the
War, Japanese soldiers would rather die than surrender and save their lives even thou
were not responsible for losing the war.
But these days, Japan has changed. A
number of Japanese commit suicide due to unemployment or depression, but few
suicide as an act of responsibility.

A case in point is the 2011 Fukushima nuclear crisis. No one chose to commit sui
take responsibility for the incident (at least according to my Internet search and
Japanese experts I consulted). There have been cases of Fukushima refugees com
suicide during their refugee lives, not because they felt responsible, but from their ha
Both the chairman and the president of Tokyo Electric Power Co., who can be said
in charge of the Fukushima nuclear power plant, refused to step down despite
pressure, let alone committing suicide. Of course, the Fukushima nuclear crisis can
seen as simply a "human disaster." Therefore, they may not have felt responsible eno
kill themselves. But were the chairman and the president of TEPCO not responsible
to refuse to resign? Although we are not 100% sure about the objectivity or science
investigation, the Japanese parliament's Nuclear Accident Investigation Committee o
concluded that the Fukushima accident was a man-made disaster. Their reasoning w
Tokyo Electric Power Co. ignored warnings of possible damage from earthqua
tsunamis, and they cited the fact that it did not have any preparation or residents
protection measures for severe accidents. This conclusion suggests that at leas
important parts of Japanese society view the Fukushima nuclear crisis as a ma
disaster. Nevertheless, there are no Japanese people who take responsibility as cle
before. It may be a leap in logic, but the fact that fewer Japanese feel responsible
past history between Korea and Japan may be explainable in terms of a new J
culture where the sense of responsibility has gone missing. The postwar generat
particular, may not understand why they should feel responsible for the actions
previous generation.

Meanwhile, the opposite is happening in Korea. A few days ago, an NIS computer
committed suicide by burning charcoal in his car, taking responsibility for the NIS
incident. It's not just the intelligence agency's staff. Last year, an official at the G
Institute of Science and Technology jumped to his death to take responsibility
collapse of the Techno Valley performance hall in Pangyo. It's not just low-level sta
same applies to people in senior positions, and a few years ago, former Preside
Moo-hyun, when investigated over bribery charges, commit suicide to take responsibil
South Koreans, suicide is now frequent as an act of taking responsibility for
incidents and accidents, regardless of his or her social role and status. The exact c
unknown, but it seems that in our behavior, we (South Koreans) are becoming like J
of the past. It is hard to judge which culture is better or worse. (Of course, life is p
in any culture.) What's worrisome is that conflicts are likely to arise when the ‘cu
responsibility’ and the ‘culture of non-responsibility’ come into contact with each oth
side holds the other to blame, while the other side does not feel the responsibility.

Culture is not the only thing that has changed between Korea and Japan. Sa
dominance over Sony and Hyundai Motor's neck-to-neck competition with Toyota is
that we don't have to explain any more. Not just the status of South Korean compan
changed but also the status of South Korea has changed. During Lee My
administration, when South Korea hosted the G20 summit and maintained active dip
relations with major countries, I met a foreigner at a conference held in the US.
shocked when he ranked South Korea before Japan in terms of national power.
thanks in particular to Abe’s diplomatic activism and economic recovery, the rank
national powers in Northeast Asia has been back in the order of China, Japan and
Korea, but the gap between Japan and South Korea has been drastically reduced o

companies and the number of world's top exports. It's not just the change in numbe
nature of Korea-Japan economic relations has also changed. In the past, we (South K
used to rely on Japan for capital, technology and the market, but now South Kor
Japan are competing and cooperating with each other on increasingly equal terms.
The Change of National Power and International Relations

It is historically and theoretically unexpectable that Korea-Japan relations will remain
were before despite the change in national power and the nature of the relationsh
emergence of a challenger against a traditional hegemonic power state could cause a
between the two countries and eventually lead to war, according to studies
much-known power transition. This argument can in fact apply to most bilateral relat
well as to the relationship between a hegemon and its challenger. However
international political research was conducted from the perspective of Western powers,
just hard to notice that the very universal phenomenon of changing relations b
countries following the change of national power is also taking place between Kor
Japan.

Of course, a change in state power does not automatically worsen relations b
countries. In the past 20 years since Korea-China diplomatic relations, the change in
power between Korea and China has been tremendous, but the relationship between
and China has not deteriorated, but developed daily. Changes in national power
conflicts when existing international relations are unfair or unnecessary. I think
Korea-Japan relations have been unfair and are becoming increasingly unnecessary in
years. If the first is ethical judgment, the second is practical judgment.
1) Unfair Premise

The existing Korea-Japan relations were established on the premise of overlookin
history and territorial issues. At least in the Treaty on Basic Relations between Jap
the Republic of Korea (韓日基本條約), there is no mention of Japanese aggres
expressions of apology or remorse for Japan's colonial rule. As time goes by, r
established on the premise of covering up past history and territorial issues w
challenged.

Most often, the cause of the recent deterioration of Korea-Japan relations is said to
President Lee Myung-bak's visit to Dokdo and his remarks calling for Japanese Em
apologies (about past history). This reveals the limitations of attempting to find the c
change in international relations in a particular person or in a particular act. Wh
country you are in, no matter who the leader is, you will try to correct hum
relationships once you have the strength. As I watched the Japanese press question
actions of former President Lee Myung-bak, I thought of an assailant who struck the
again on the streets because the victim did not use polite expressions to him af
victim had been assaulted by him. The funny thing is that there is a view in our
Korean) society that the former President Lee Myung-bak's visit to Dokdo and his
about the Emperor are more problematic than the historical brutality of Japan or the
visit by the Japanese prime minister.
2) Lesser Need

“Even if Japanese are our enemies, isn’t it wise for the purpose of maximizing n
interest and happiness of people to hold hands with them if doing so is necessary
present and tomorrow?”

President Park Chung-hee's Special Statement on Normalization of Korea-Japan R
(1965.6.23)

Despite feeling humiliated, Korea normalized diplomatic relations with Japan because

widely known that the Korean economy has been less dependent on Japan in te
capital or technology, and the importance of traditional economic partners such as Jap
the United States has been reduced as China has emerged as Korea's No. 1 ec
partner.

In terms of security, Japan's importance has also been greatly reduced. As shown dur
six-party talks, Japan did not do much to help international cooperation f
denuclearization of North Korea, to the extent that it was not clear whether its
purpose was to prevent the North from developing nuclear weapons or to reso
abduction issue. Rather, China, which was believed to be on North Korea's side, ha
more active in denuclearizing the North, and this attitude could be confirmed even a
six-party talks broke down. In other words, there is a limit to Japan's contribution w
comes to North Korea's denuclearization.

Nevertheless, those who continue to stress the security importance of Japan em
Japan’s role as a rear support base in the event of an emergency on the Korean Pe
According to the so-called “secret” U.S.-Japan treaty, the U.S. forces in Japan
dispatched to Korea in the event of an emergency on the Korean Peninsula, and the
of the U.S.-Japan defense cooperation guidelines recently opened the possibility that
as well as the U.S. forces in Japan, could directly intervene on the Korean Penin
requested by the U.S. and approved by South Korea.
However, Japan's role, whether as a rear support base or through direct interven
meaningful only if North Korea launched a conventional attack; Japan is not of mu
when fighting new security threats from the North. Does it matter if the U.S. fo
Japan are mobilized or the Japanese Self-Defense Forces intervene after a nuclear
explosion in Seoul? It is not just the case of a nuclear attack. If North Korea con
cyber attack against South Korea, there is no way for Japan to deter or defend it.
nature of security threats from North Korea changes, Japan's strategic value, which h
useful in dealing with conventional security threats over the past decades, will in
decrease. (Only nuclear strategy or cyber security experts, not ordinary people or
experts, can fully understand the implications of a fundamental change in the nature
security threat. Therefore, the decline in Japan's security importance is not yet th
factor that makes the Korean people see less need for the Korea-Japan relationship.)

I even think that security cooperation between South Korea and Japan is not a "p
but a "poison" at best. Under the pretext of intervening in the Korean Peninsu
activities and role of the Self-Defense Forces could be strengthened, which could sp
Japan's normal nationalization. (Personally, I am not unconditionally opposed to
intention to become an ordinary nation. My view is that history and territorial issu
neighboring countries should be resolved before nationalization.)

What concerns me most about the closer relationship between Korea and Japan in te
security is the possibility of South Korea unintentionally getting embroiled
confrontation between the U.S. and Japan. Some in the U.S. and Japan believe South
is an opportunistic country that has yet to decide sides between China and them.
view is a very different perception from ours since we regard ourselves as a middl
nation.) The wish of the U.S. and Japan is for Korea to firmly join hands with th
and Japan to consolidate anti-China trilateral cooperation system with South Korea, t
and Japan. The problem lies in the fact that the biggest threat to our (South
security is North Korea, not China. Also, economically we are working closely with
While the security benefits of participating in the trilateral cooperation system between
Korea, the U.S. and Japan are not clear, economic and diplomatic risks are gre
excuse that Korea has been able to delay its participation in the trilateral cooperation
between South Korea, the U.S. and Japan without incurring any U.S. resentment or su
have been the strained relations between Seoul and Tokyo due to past history and te
issues. If Korea-Japan relations become stronger again and Korea-Japan security coo
becomes closer, the "safe" justification for delaying participation in the trilateral coo
system among South Korea, the U.S. and Japan will disappear. To borrow the inter
political and political concept, the uncomfortable Korea-Japan relationship provided a

'Abnormalcy' and 'Normalcy' in International Relations

In Northeast Asia, Japan is the common factor in most difficult bilateral relations. Jap
yet to resolve the territorial and historical issues not only with us (South Korea) b
with China, and Japan and North Korea will have to settle the historical issues o
Therefore, we need not blame ourselves for the current difficult Korea-Japan relation
is necessary for Korea-Japan relations to change to suit the new reality between Ko
Japan, and for that to happen, the issue that needs to be resolved, even if it is aw
needs to be brought to the fore. Conflict has a positive function as part of norma
relations.
It is also not necessary to regard the relationship between Korea and Japan as "ab
because a summit meeting between Abe and President Park Geun-hye has not taken
There have been many summit meetings since the establishment of diplomatic relatio
in the end, neither past history nor territorial issues were resolved. The result is
reality. There is a need for more realistic expectations about the summit. Also, we
Koreans) should exercise strategic patience and delay a summit if necessary.

간지넣어주세요
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“Comfort women” and peace and security today

I think we all share the same concern that Korea-Japan relationships has
worst today due to the conflict over redress for human rights violations
the imperial rule of Japan, including the “comfort women” issue. But ho
violence against women in the past should be remembered in terms of pea
security today is not an easy question.
Some weeks ago I wrote in my brief report of a NGO evaluat
1995 Beijing Platform of Action for gender equality, on the section of “W
and Armed Conflict,” that conflict over the “comfort women” issue
contributing factor to increasing tensions in East Asia, affecting women
minority rights in Japan. But some Japanese feminists did not agree, sayin
the issue is irrelevant to regional peace.
Another radically different view on the “comfort women” issu
regional peace, which I read on the internet, is that Korean and Ja
feminists are actually obstacle to regional peace, since they keep insisting
on the issue already closed by the state agreement and thus they prevent s
cooperation among states to deal with the real security issue of the
which is military threat of North Korea.
Finally, when Japanese government was drafting the national actio
to implement the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on “Women, Peac
Security” (MOFA 2015), Japanese civil society network insisted that the “c
women” issue, even though not directly relevant to international securit
gender today, should be referred in the Preamble as the issue cann
separated from Japan’s commitment to international peace and women’s
although the reference was eventually dropped by the government.
Those different views indicate that the “comfort women” of the p
indeed an issue of today, creating tensions and conflicts not only among
but within society, but contexts and ways that the matter is made relev
irrelevant to peace and security today can be very much different.
I will not explore those different contexts comprehensively in this
Instead, I only focus on how “comfort women” issue was understood in
as relevant to the post-Cold War international security, and how the 2n
administration delinks the issue from its commitment to international peac
women’s human rights in its foreign policy. The Abe administration has
“a society in which women shine” as a top priority of its foreign policy,
at the same time taking increasingly aggressive measures to counter intern
criticism on the “comfort women.” But how is it possible for the Ja
government to claim global leadership against wartime sexual violence, w
facing its own responsibility?
In the following, I will examine how “comfort women” issu
framed in early 1990s as relevant to the question of women’s rights in pos
War international order, and how it has posed a serious challenge to the J
attempt to play a greater role in the international security. I will further ex
how the 2nd Abe administration has tried to overcome this challen
strategically adopting universalist liberal feminist discourse in its foreign
Through this examination I am going to problematize the way that “vi
against women” is situated in today’s international security and reiterate th
of radically reconceptualizing peace and security by considering the “c
women” issue in its historic specificity.

Imperial Japanese military’s “comfort women” system was not entirely un
before 1990s. Even though not a part of official discourse of the war, thos
were called “comfort women” appeared in soldiers’ memoires, popular c
journalists’ work and “women’s lib” movement in Japan, as a tragic
sometimes bitter-sweet episode of the war (Kinoshita 2017; Senda
However, in early 1990s, the issue was rediscovered in a totally different
mainly thanks to Korean feminist movement, with survivors as sovereign
to demand justice. With perspectives of human rights, gender and postcolon
to challenge dominant flameworks to speak about peace, history and justic
issue was re-represented as a matter of continued injustice, first done b
imperial rule of Japan and then silenced by nation-states under the Co
regional structure, in conjunction with militarism, colonialism, nationalism,
racial, ethnic and class oppressions.
Redress movement for victims throughout Asia-Pacific was helped
rising global movement on violence against women claiming “women’s righ
human rights”, and that is how the issue attracted much attention at the
level too, as it pointed to gender-blindness of the existing international
system that had failed to address that large-scale systemic human rights vi
against civilian women as a war crime at the International Tokyo Tribuna
it had much relevance to restructuring the international security in the pos
War world, where systemic sexual violence was used as a “weapon of
against civilians in conflicts. While the security council gradually expand
scope from state sovereignty to individual security to actively interve
conflicts within national boarders to protect civilians, “gender justice” b
one of the pillars in building the International Criminal Court. Thus, the is
sexual violence under conflicts as a serious crime has been firmly placed
post-Cold War international security order, as manifest in the “groundbre
security council resolution 1325 on “Women, Peace and Security” in 200
Security Council. 2000).
In this context, the Japanese “comfort women” system that had
largely regarded as military prostitution system was redefined as a fo
military sexual slavery that can constitute a war crime under the
understanding of international law informed by gender-sensitive human
perspective, as indicated by the 1996 report by Radica Coomaraswamy
special rapporteur on violence against women (UN 1996), the judgement
Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal in 2000 (Women’s Internationa
Crimes Tribunal. 2000), and a number of recommendations made b
international human rights bodies. And this is where Japanese nationalist
most serious challenge to sovereignty of Japan.
When the “comfort women” issue was rediscovered in early 1990
also the time that the Japanese government was moving out of p
constitutional anti-militarism to exercising military force to assert a greate
in the international security in the post-Cold War world. Rediscovery of “c
women” as international crime of wartime sexual violence against women
serious challenges to this assertion of sovereign power by Japanese sta
terms of legitimacy of its military force, individual compensations to victim
its gendered identity, asking if Japan is capable of and qualified to e
legitimate violence as agent of the international order founded on un
values like human rights and gender equality.
The first Abe administration and internationalization of justice movement

in so-called Kono Statement in 1993 and establishing Asian Women’s Fu
1995 while avoiding legal responsibility and state compensation, this also
to rise of reactionary nationalist movement of history revisionism that dis
anti-militaristic constitution together with the whole set of liberal valu
individual dignity and gender equality.
Nothing but the rise of Shinzo Abe as Prime Minister in October
with the slogan of “departure from the postwar regime,” clearly showe
history revisionism got political hegemony. Abe suggested that his gove
would not effectively endorse the Kono statement, claiming that there w
evidence of coercion by the state. By that year, the Asian Women Fun
ceased all its activities, while any mention about the issue in junior high
history textbooks had been eliminated by the pressure of right-wing group
the government.
Those moves in Japan has driven “internationalization” of
movement, which involves active memorization and call for justice beyo
countries victimized by imperial Japan, as a matter of universal val
women’s human rights. It became particularly evident in 2007 when parli
of the US, European Union, Netherlands and Canada passed resolutions t
Japanese government to face its responsibility, and further after 2010 wh
first memorial statue was erected in Palisades Park, NJ in the US, follow
many other cities around the world.
For the Abe administration, whose foreign policy priority was to
strong tie with the US, the House resolution bill submitted in March 200
a particularly serious concern, as Abe himself even expressed “remorse
“apology” to President Bush and the US media when he visited the
April. However, such diplomacy efforts to prevent passing of the bill resu
total failure as the Resolution 121 was adopted with overwhelming major
30 July. The advertisement titled “The Facts” that Japanese history revis
placed on Washington Post before the vote further fueled anger in th
towards sexist discourse of those responsibility deniers.
Although revisionist discourse that Abe had employed proved
effective in gaining support around his nationalist agenda in Japanese s
denying liberal values of individual dignity and gender equality, togethe
state responsibility over the “comfort women”, was unacceptable to th
leaders who were suspicious if Japan was going to take a path to dan
nationalism turning its back to the liberal world order that has been built
the US hegemony. Now we move to see how the second Abe adminis
learned from this bitter failure in gaining support of the US.
“Women shine” foreign policy of the 2nd Abe administration

Abe, who was back in the position of Prime Minister in December
surprised many in Japan and abroad by launching ambitious economic
strategy called “Abenomics,” and by placing “women’s active engageme
one of its pillars. He further upheld “creating society in which women shi
a “top priority” of his government, including foreign policy:

Creating an environment in which women find it comfortable to
and enhancing opportunities for women to work and to be act
society is no longer a matter of choice for Japan. It is instead a
of the greatest urgency. Declaring my intention to create "a soc

diplomacy (Abe 2013).

This speech at UN General Assembly session in September 2013 w
“unprecedented” performance (Mainichi 2015/4/22), spending almost half of
women’s causes, calling names of individual women like Ms. Tokiko Sa
expert of JICA who works to improve maternal health in a remote vill
Jordan, Ms. Nilufa Yeasmin, a young Bangladeshi woman who improved h
by selling made-in-Japan water cleaners, or Ms. Islam Bibi, an assas
afghan police woman, while making pledges of over $3 billion ODA
support to the international institutions like the UN Women (Abe 2013)
government has also organized a lavish annual event called World Assemb
Women (WAW) in Tokyo since 2014, inviting business and political
around the world20).
Although such emphasis on women of Abe administration has
overtly instrumental, as women are referred as useful resource to boost n
economy (Nihon Keizai Saisei honbu. 2013), it has actually helpe
government to manage “gender stigma” of its bad name for ill-treatm
women (Coleman 2017), as Abe’s speech at 2013 UN General Assembl
well received by world leaders, including then US Secretary State C
(Suginohara 2015). He was also nominated as one of Head of State cham
for HeforShe, a UN campaign for gender equality in 2016.
Besides impressing the international community with this ini
however, the Abe administration has also taken increasingly aggressive me
to silence any criticism on “comfort women.” One of major measures they
used is control over media, both Japanese and foreign. Asahi newspaper,
leading liberal media, has been a special target of rightest movement. In
the paper was forced to retract some of its articles in 1980s and 1990
reported testimonies of Seiji Yoshida who claimed that he had for
recruited women during the war. It was regarded a major victory f
revisionist group, since they believed that retraction of this piece of infor
with weakest evidence meant that the whole legal argument to define “c
women” system as a form of sexual slavery was based on fabricated infor
of the single media.
It was not only the revisionist groups but also the MOFA who
that the international criticism on the “comfort women” now lost who
credibility. MOFA made an official demand to the UN Human
Commission to correct the 1996 report by the Special Rapporteur on Vi
Against Women arguing that the report was based on fabricated informat
2014. It further insisted international criticism on Japan was unfounded
session of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Wom
2016 (CEDAW 2016). MOFA also publicly requested McGraw-Hill, an Am
publisher, to delete a description on the “comfort women” in its textbo
2015, which led to the protests by the publisher and prominent Am
historians. It has also put pressure on any attempts to erect or exhibit me
statues on the issue around the world. The statue that was erected in Mani
Philippines, in 2017 was demolished after receiving pressure from the Ja
government (Japan Times 2018).
These examples show how the revisionist discourse is now a p
official foreign policy of the Japanese government, and how much resour
been put into active public diplomacy, with silencing “comfort women”
priority. Some observers of rightest movement have pointed out tha

aggressive public diplomacy of the 2nd Abe administration is in line with
revisionists call “history war,” which means an international infor
campaign to counter “anti-Japan” propaganda by Korea, China, and
Japanese media like Asahi newspaper, with the US as the major
(Yamaguchi et al., 2016). Since the 2nd Abe administration came to pow
December 2012, this warfare with revisionist goal is increasingly fough
active involvement of state apparatuses like Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
However, it is important to remember that such aggressiveness is
part of Japan’s active public diplomacy on “women’s issues” as there
brighter side of women “shining.” One of major features of Japanese w
foreign policy is preventing sexual violence under conflicts, inc
participation in Preventing Sexual Violence in Conflict Initiative (PVSI) lau
by UK in April 2013, financial contribution to Special Representative of th
Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict, and formulation of n
action plan to implement Security Council Resolution 1325 (1325 NAP
preventing wartime sexual violence as a major pillar. Abe himself has repe
expressed Japan’s strong commitment to this international agenda in intern
settings.

It is a matter of outrage that there continues to be sexual vi
against women during times of armed conflict even now, in th
century. Japan will do everything possible to prevent such crimes
women and to support both materially and psychologically those
who unfortunately become victims of such acts. (Abe 2013)

We intend to make the 21st century a world with no human
violations against women. Japan will stand at the fore and lea
international community in eliminating sexual violence during co
(Abe 2014)

These display of strong and unambiguous commitment to the international
against sexual violence under conflicts effectively works to separate the “c
women” issue as irrelevant, as a claim not really based on universal val
on some political motivations. If so, this political issue can be settled by
negotiation without a need to refer to international laws and norms.
This separation was made rather forcefully in the case of 1325
where reference to “comfort women” that was strongly advocated by th
society network was eventually dropped by the government despit
dialogue-based formulation process (Motoyama 2018).
Finally, let us see how this strategy of separation works in Abe’s
to mark the 70th year since the end of the World War II in August
Difference from the 50th and 60th anniversary remarks by previous cabinets
striking, as it actually refused to make apology over the past wrongdoin
fact, the only regret that Japan holds about its past is that it ended
“other” of the international order.

Japan ended up becoming a challenger to the international order.
this reflection, Japan will firmly uphold basic values such as fre
democracy, and human rights as unyielding values and, by working
in hand with countries that share such values, hoist the fl
“Proactive Contribution to Peace,” and contribute to the peac

part of play to assert the status as legitimate holder of international order.

We will engrave in our hearts the past, when the dignity and hon
many women were severely injured during wars in the 20th c
Upon this reflection, Japan wishes to be a country always at the s
such women’s injured hearts. Japan will lead the world in maki
21st century an era in which women’s human rights are not inf
upon. (Abe 2015)

This expression extremely resembles above ones given at the UN ass
referring to present-day wartime sexual violence, suggesting that this “we”
innocent supporter of suffering women somewhere in the world, w
knowledge or even a concern who perpetrated the crime, since what “w
concerned about is to act with universal value of protecting women.
strategy of separation also works to construct Japan as innocent and
masculine figure that can exercise legitimate power to maintain intern
peace and order.
Conclusion

As I have shown, the 2nd Abe administration has upheld women’s causes
diplomacy while aggressively denying its accountability with regard
“comfort women” issue. It has strategically mimicked liberal femin
discourse to show its adherence to liberal values, but are actually very ca
not to use the words like “women’s rights” or “gender equality” but ke
terms as vague as possible to escape accountability in the existing framewo
which these concepts have been developed.
Given this unambiguous commitment to vague goals, it is not sur
that “women shine” initiatives has had no real effects to address gender
discriminations. Yet we have also seen that this exercise of selling the im
“women-friendly Japan” has been effective to escape state accountability, a
to some extent. But how come this obviously strategic use of “wome
diplomacy could be effective?
As liberal gender norms like gender mainstreaming and violence
women as human rights issue have been successfully diffused in the
decades, more states are upholding “feminism” in their foreign policies
this trend actually helps feminist transformation of the international relation
strengthens state accountability is an on-going debate (Parashar, Tickner an
2018). The fact that Japan can claim global leadership for wo
empowerment despite its own poor records of status of women sugges
unequal international structure provides rich liberal democracies like Japan
privilege to claim status of universal gender norm holder without nece
being held accountable to women who are affected by those states (Basu
Jauhola 2016; Shepherd 2016).
I have also argued that upholding the norm against wartime
violence is necessary for Japan to assert its sovereign right to exercise vi
as legitimate agent of the post-Cold War international security order. Fe
critics on the gender-blind international peace and justice have been increa
used by states to claim masculine power to exercise legitimate violen
protect women” against bad male perpetrators of wartime sexual violence
and Stern 2013; Otto 2016; Shepherd 2008).

looses out many critical questions about historical and international formati
power relations that have made these sufferings of women possible, margin
and silenced, as well as how this power structures could be changed
various acts of interventions. I’d like to take the conflicts around this vi
in the past seriously as a matter of peace and security today, against the
to close the history to build universal ahistorical sovereign subjects, for ra
rethinking of peace and security with historical specificities.
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